Topic fun
We have spent the week flying
to Africa and back! We have
explored the different countries,
looking at what the landscape is
like and the kinds of animals
that live there. We have been
listening to stories from
different parts of Africa and
thinking about what makes a
really great story.
Spellings
This week we have been
revising our sounds and the
rules for using them in words
eg. ai always in the middle of
a word, ay at the end/oi in the
middle of a word, oy at the
end of a word. Also ed
endings, -n– tricky n sound, m– tricky m sounds, ou and
ow.

Maths Corner
Talk about what these words mean….
Double Half Multiple Times Sets of Share.
I am thinking of a number. It is an odd
number, a multiple of 5 and between 20 and
40. What could I be thinking of? Is there
more than one answer?
There are 20 legs in a heard of zebra. How
many animals are there?
Rosie has 5 sweets. Sheena has double the
amount. How many does Sheena have?
I save 10p each week. How many weeks does
it take before I can by a chocolate bar for 65p

Things to remember…

Parents Evening
Comic relief is on Friday.

Dress up

Bring a donation

Make some cakes

Make a video or some photographs for the Comic cake off.
Thank you!
We are off to the Natural History
Museum in London on the 14th
May—put the date in the diary!
We are short of 2 parents to do
Group Reading. Please let us know if
you are able to help—it’s about 20
mins each week…...

Choose an African animal and have a go
at writing your own story. What happens
at the beginning? What exciting, scary or
surprising thing happens in the middle?
How do you sort it out in the end?
Try and include plenty of describing words
and some time words.
Beware of those sneaky …...and then…’s!
What words can you use instead?
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I’m bored box.
Lots of countries in Africa have a
tradition of making masks for
special celebrations. Can you
make a mask of your own. You
could make a cheerful or scary
mask, or use an animal as your
inspiration.

